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MOTORHOMES 2015

LIVE FOR THE MOMENT.
        EXPERIENCE FREEDOM IN MOVEMENT.

VANS . PARTIALLY INTEGRATED . ALCOVES . FULLY INTEGRATED
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FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS, KNAUS HAS CREATED UNFORGETTABLE HOLIDAY  

MOMENTS WITH EXPERIENCED WORKMANSHIP AND BOUNDLESS PASSION. 

YOU CAN FEEL OUR HIGHEST DEMANDS ON QUALITY AND PRECISION IN 

EVEN THE SMALLEST DETAILS. WE ALWAYS FOLLOW OUR MOST IMPORTANT 

PRINCIPLE: THE HARMONY OF FUNCTION AND DESIGN. PIONEERING  

IMPULSES AND UNCOMPROMISING QUEST FOR PERFECTION HAVE  

TAKEN US TO THE TOP. TRUST US AND EXPERIENCE FREEDOM IN MOVEMENT.
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VANS PARTIALLY INTEGRATED MODELS ALCOVE MODEL FULLY INTEGRATED MODELS

COMPACT OUTSIDE,  
SPLENDID INSIDE.

ALLROUNDER WITH  
REVOLUTIONARY SENSE OF SPACE.

INNOVATIVE MODEL WITH  
DOUBLE FLOOR.

HEAVENLY MODEL WITH 
LOWERABLE BED.

INEXPENSIVE SPACE MARVEL  
FOR LARGE FAMILY TRIPS.

COMPACT MODEL WITH  
PANORAMIC VIEW.

REAL LINER FEELING WITH 
HIGHEST TRAVEL COMFORT.
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PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT 3.5 – 3.85 T

WIDTH (OUTER/INNER): 220 / 205 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER/INNER): 272 / 196 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX): 607 / 676 CM

REAR GARAGE (MAX): 75 X 105 CM
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PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT 3.5 - 4.4 T

WIDTH (OUTER/INNER): 232 / 218 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER/INNER): 275 / 200 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX): 599 / 747 CM

REAR GARAGE (MAX): 80 X 110 CM
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PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT 3.5 - 4.4 T

WIDTH (OUTER/INNER): 234 / 218 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER/INNER): 290 / 200 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX): 699 / 747 CM

REAR GARAGE (MAX): 80 X 120 CM
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PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT 3.5 - 4.4 T

WIDTH (OUTER/INNER): 232 / 218 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER/INNER): 280 / 200 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX): 699 / 747 CM

REAR GARAGE (MAX): 85 X 120 CM
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PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT 3.5 - 4.4 T

WIDTH (OUTER/INNER): 234 / 218 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER/INNER): 315 / 200 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX): 561 / 699 CM

REAR GARAGE (MAX): 80 X 110 CM
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PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT 3.5 – 3.85 T

WIDTH (OUTER/INNER): 220 / 205 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER/INNER): 272 / 196 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX): 599 / 672 CM

REAR GARAGE (MAX): 80 X 110 CM
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PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT 3.5 - 4.4 T

WIDTH (OUTER/INNER): 234 / 218 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER/INNER): 290 / 200 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX): 696 / 744 CM

REAR GARAGE (MAX): 100 X 120 CM
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SONDERPREIS

FAMILIEN-
FREUNDLICHSTE

MARKE

2014 Reader's choice “Motorhome of the year 2014”: 1st rank (SKY TRAVELLER)

2013 Motor Caravan Design and Drive 2013: Winner “A Class” (SKY I 700 LEG)

2012 Motorhome of the Year Awards: Best luxury motorhome  

  under 3500 kg (SKY TI 650 MF)

2012 NKC Kampeerauto van het jaar: Winaar Categorie Halfintegraal (SUN TI 650 LF)

2012 Caravaning Design Award: Innovations for new mobility (Van TI)

2011 King-Customer-Award for the “most family-friendly brand“

2010 King-Customer-Award for the “most family-friendly brand“

2009 Nomination for German Design Prize (VAN TI 600 MG)

2008 red dot award (VAN TI 600 MG)

2007 Nomination for German Design Prize (SUN TI 650 MF)

2006 iF product design award (SUN TI)

2006 red dot award (C-LINER 550 Q)

2006 Caravaning Design Award: Innovations for new mobility (C-LINER 550 Q)

Lower Bavarian craftmanship and Germany's market 

leader. That is KNAUS. For over 50 years, we have been 

delivering the freedom for you to enjoy your holiday just as 

you wish. At KNAUS, immense innovative strength meets 

visionary design and perfect functionality. Combining 

boundless love for detail and highest quality materials, we 

create motorhomes that are simply unsurpassable, not 

only with regard to the price-quality ratio. Our CARAVISIO 

shows what the future holds and our new model genera-

tion characterises the present.

PHILOSOPHY AND DESIGN PRIZES
KNAUS AWARDS

Swen Dluzak  
Manager Brand and Product 

Management

People with their needs are the focal point of our efforts. The KNAUS 

brand stands for perfect unity between contemporary design and 

reliable function. We are committed to highest quality for our loyal 

customers. This is why we invest in our manufacturing locations and 

our employees. Together with our suppliers,  we work continually on 

improving our products and processes because customer satisfaction 

is of special importance to us. The balance between industrial precision 

and vigorous innovation has brought us  

to the top of our branch. The KNAUS  

brand has remained a pledge for  

over 50 years. A pledge for high  

quality, innovative, timeless  

products.

BRAND VALUES
KNAUS 
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KNAUS
PREMIUM
QUALITY

KNAUS MOTORHOMES
ADVANTAGES  

Sensational. Elegantly 
integrated LED day running 
light for more safety.

Secure. The Orgafix-System  
always retains bicycles etc.  
exactly where they belong.

Dynamic. The unique Cat-Eye-
Hybrid rear lights with LED light 
strip technology.

Central. All important connections 
are grouped in the innovative  
KNAUS Service Box.

Insulated. Double floor construc-
tion with GPC underseal protection 
as standard.

Elaborate. A complete wood-
free bodywork is now available 
as an option for all models. 

Leakproof. Roof-sidewall bond 
with perfect adhesion protected  
by stable Pro.tec-Frame. 

Elaborate. Furniture in integral 
design for ideal rear ventilation 
and an ideal room climate.

Enormous. The doubleglazed  
panorama roof brings sunshine and 
air into your KNAUS motorhome.

Robust. Surrounding aluminium 
profile strips for perfect protec-
tion thanks to Pro.tec-Frame.

Hailproof. The robust GPC roof 
with clear-glass roof hood for 
lots of natural light.

You are the focal point and two things are in the foreground 

with each KNAUS motorhome: Function and design. Even the 

smallest detail must function perfectly and look simply great at 

the same time. In a KNAUS motorhome, a sophisticated function 

is always followed by an excellent design. When we design new 

furniture environments, you can be sure these set new standards 

for weight, stability, workmanship and ambience. Our vehicles are 

automotive designed  and aerodynamically optimised. This not 

only looks good but helps save fuel and protect the environment. 

Long service life, timeless design and reliability, these are what 

every KNAUS motorhome stands for.
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ADVANTAGES KNAUS MOTORHOMES

Enormous. On request with 
190 l for fresh food and 
separate freezer compartment.

Ergonomic. Perfectly shaped 
seat upholstery with high-quality 
cold-foam core.

Spacious. Now a large, practical throughway and then a bathroom with 
impressive freedom of movement. The door to the toilet area also serves as 
room divider and our 3D en-suite bathroom is simply a super idea. 

Wonderful. The point-elastic 
lower frame with FROLI springs 
for ideal sleeping comfort. 

Relaxing. You will certainly sleep well on the high-quality KNAUS 5-zone 
comfort cold-foam mattresses. Of course, with spacious wardrobes and 
storage areas under the beds.

Elegant. Furniture from master's 
hand for lovely curves and particularly 
extensive working surfaces.

Innovative. The central CI-BUS 
control for lighting, heating, 
climate and much more.

Flexible. The pivotable flat-
screen TV is always perfect in 
view.

Haptic. Metal handles, leather 
structure and wood-style surfaces 
delight the senses.

Elaborate. Integral furniture design 
with double floor, massive aluminium 
profiles and slide guards. 
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*

VAN TI 600 MEVAN TI 550 MDVAN TI VAN TI 600 MEG

We have made the KNAUS VAN TI large enough for a real motorhome feeling  

but compact enough for the narrow streets in Tuscany. Its dynamic frame optic turns 

heads everywhere. Attention to detail is apparent both inside and outside in lovely curves 

and numerous applications in finest leather look. Truly one of the very few sights worth 

seeing under 3.5 metric tons. And that with ample payload with just 2.20 m outer width.

PERFECT.
FORM. 

Our KNAUS VAN TI layout plans:

COMPACT OUTSIDE, SPLENDID INSIDE.
3 proven layout plans. For 2 – 4 persons. And always a real eye-catcher.
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VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

VAN TI   LIVING

Excellent space usage and a useful coat rack.Function and design. The KNAUS VAN TI spoils you with modern materials and ergonomic cold-foam cushions.

A DREAM

If a compact motorhome is to satisfy all wishes, it needs furniture from a master's hand. 

Combining a high art of engineering with loving attention to detail, we have used every centimeter 

efficiently and created many elements covered extravagantly with fine leather structure foil.

Perfect in view. The flat-screen TV in the L-seating group flooded with light.
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VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

COOKING ENJOYMENT

Here you can keep a clear head when things get hot. The high 

kitchen fitting is both attractive and practical and, together with 

the deep stainless steel sink, can accommodate even large pots 

and pans. Delicacies can be prepared in no time in this kitchen.
Never burns anything. The large 3-burner hob with separate control panel.

VAN TI   COOKING

It works. Even more work surfaces available in next to no time. Of course, the popular 190 l refrigerator with separate freezer compartment is fitted in the VAN TI.
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VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

ENERGY SOURCE

Beautiful dreams are always inclusive in  

KNAUS VAN TI. And, of course, the quality from  

the living area continues on into the sleeping area.  

Here, whatever looks like metal is of course metal. 

One can simply relax in this lovely atmosphere  

just as in sleep.

SPACE MARVEL

A compact motorhome requires a compact 

bathroom. But go without something for that  

reason? Of course not. The movable washbasin  

allows access to the toilet. There is enough room  

left for a large shower. We always have a brilliant 

idea at our fingertips for you.

The single beds turn into a large lounger.

Loads of room in the smallest space.

VAN TI   SLEEPING VAN TI   CARE

The 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattresses make every break a real pleasure.
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VAN TI

VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

VAN TI 600 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

BEST REASONS

Perfect in form. Here, perfect function meets dynamic design. The GPC roof hood is 
extremely hail resistant with a special aerodynamic design. We use high quality plastic 
mouldings to create an elegant transition from the driving cab to the bodywork.

Comfortable. High-quality furniture in full-body design, a pivotable flat-screen 
TV and lovely fronts with metal handles and leather structure foil. This is the 
perfect symbiosis of function and design.

Dynamic. The KNAUS Cat-Eye-Hybrid rear lights provide a 
striking appearance. The curved roof line makes the VAN TI 
the sports car among motorhomes.

Cosy. The ergonomic L-seating 
group with scratch-proof sin-
gle-column lifting table.

Enormous. The optional 
panorama window brings the 
sunshine into the VAN TI.

Pretty. High-quality curtains  
in colours matching the interior 
design. 

Practical. The swallows' nests 
turn even the smallest corner 
into new storage space.
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VAN TI BEST REASONS WEB INFOS 

KNAUS INSIGHT

All highlights at a glance. Interested? 
Good! Learn more about the VAN TI by  
following the link on our homepage or  
just scan this QR code.

www.knaus.de/vanti

Tasteful. Powerful 3-burner 
hob and 108 l refrigerator as 
standard.

Spacious. Wardrobes under the 
beds with twin access and gas 
dampers.

Secure. The Orgafix-System 
always keeps bicycles etc. where 
they belong.

Practical. Lovely curves  
create plenty of storage  
space and please the eye.

High-quality. Drawers open fully 
for easy access and all kinds of 
utensils.

Haptic. Natural wood structure 
and leather foil meet high-quality 
metal handles.

Fantastic. The movable tablet 
can also be hinged in other 
positions.

Flexible. The pivotable  
flatscreen TV is always  
perfect in view.

Bright. The  flexible reading 
lamps provide light exactly in  
the desired direction

Central. All important connections 
are grouped in the innovative 
KNAUS Service Box.

Christian Stockinger – KNAUS Project Manager VAN TI.  
A fantastic place of work with super colleagues and great 
solidarity. This is what KNAUS offers me. Every VAN TI that  
I see on the road gives me the satisfaction of knowing: All  
the hard work was really worth it.
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SKY TI

**
*

**
*

**
*

SKY TI 650 MFSKY TI 550 MF

SKY TI 650 MEG SKY TI 700 MX

SKY TI 700 MEG

**
*

SKY TI 700 MEB

ALLROUNDER WITH REVOLUTIONARY SENSE OF SPACE.

INDIVIDUAL.
CONVINCING. 

Our most popular KNAUS SKY TI layout plans. Further layout plans can be found as from page 104:

7 innovative layout plans. For 2 – 4 persons. And a prize-winning bestseller.

The KNAUS SKY TI is the perfect way to enjoy the sea. And thanks to the large panorama 

glass roof you can enjoy the sun inside. Seven spacious layout plans as well as the patented 

3D en-suite bathroom provide an exceptional living ambience. With the Pro.tec-Frame, 

the standard GPC roof and a GPC protective layer on the underbody, it also stands out with 

regard to solid bodywork technology. If that's not really inviting.
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SKY TI 700 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

SKY TI 700 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

SKY TI   LIVING

LIVING SENSATION

Of course we haven't rediscovered the wheel with the KNAUS SKY TI but we 

have made it just a bit rounder on every corner. Many details that have been 

covered with synthetic leather supplement the high-quality integral furniture 

design with perfect rear ventilation and stable aluminium profile strips.

The sky is the limit. The spacious seating group with large panorama window for plenty of natural light. 
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SKY TI   COOKING

A round affair. Elegant furniture design and extra storage space. Plenty of room for fresh food. The optional 190 l refrigerator with separate freezer compartment.

PLEASURE EXPERIENCE

This kitchen turns culinary treats into feasts for the eyes. The LED 

spots are mirrored in the robust high-gloss worktop and our attention 

to detail in every corner. We really have done everything so that you 

feel comfortable here and we have also thought about the practical 

side. The clever arrangement of hob and sink creates an especially 

large worktop.  
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SKY TI 700 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK SKY TI 700 MEG  . ACTIVE ROCK

SKY TI   SLEEPING SKY TI   CARE

Innovative. In next to no time, the throughway turns into a spacious bathroom.

FRESHNESS PARADISE

Comfort just like home at every one of your very own favourite 

destinations. That was our aim. We used every centimeter so 

efficiently with movable toilet and perfectly planned furniture design 

so that you have enough room for everything that you would like to 

have with you. The elegant washbasin with stainless steel fittings is 

practical and, naturally, pleasing to the eye. 

DREAM CAR

We provide the best conditions and deep sleep so 

that you always lay comfortably. Head and center-

piece have super soft lamination and are covered 

with the material dreams are made of. Everything 

finds a home in the spacious storage areas and 

wardrobes under the beds. 

One hand grip turns two beds into one large bed.The excellent 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattresses guarantee restful sleep.
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SKY TI BEST REASONS

High-quality. The surrounding aluminium skirting brings stability and  
the assurance that the sidewall is perfectly protected. The dynamic  
KNAUS foil design emphasizes the elegant lines. 

Robust. Surrounding aluminium 
profile strips for perfect edge 
protection.

Bright. The optional roof window 
brings an enormous amount of 
sunshine into the SKY TI.

Clever. You decide when the 
pivotable flat-screen can be 
seen.

Harmonic. Colours matched 
perfectly to each other and  
high-quality materials.

Practical. High-quality entrance 
door with spacious storage tray and 
integrated waste bin.

Expressive. We have again perfectly unified function and design. The GPC 
roof hood is extremely hail resistant with a special aerodynamic design. Take 
the time to compare the gap measures against those of our competitors.

Automotive. The KNAUS Cat-Eye-Hybrid rear lights provide a striking 
appearance. Day and night. Thanks to the LED light strip technology, no  
single light spot can be seen. The illumination is absolutely even.
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SKY TI BEST REASONS WEB INFOS 

KNAUS INSIGHT

All highlights at a glance. Interested? Good! 
Learn more about the KNAUS SKY TI by  
following the link on our homepage or just 
scan this QR code.

www.knaus.de/skyti

Perceptible. The wood-style 
surfaces provide a very pleasant 
haptic.

Organised. Twin basket rails let 
you store everything very easily. 

Hot. Whether pizza, soufflé or 
tenderloin. The optional oven is  
a must-have for chefs.

Noble. The elegant bathroom 
fittings made of chrome-plated 
stainless steel please the eye.

Spacious. Compartments  
under the floor and under the 
seat bench make the SKY TI  
an organizational talent.

Clever. Every corner is used 
perfectly. For example for more 
storage space. 

Enormous. On request, you have 
190 l space for fresh food and a 
separate freezer compartment.

Comfortable. You'll love long  
distances when sitting on the  
ergonomic pilot comfort seats.

Thoughtful. Storage space 
lighting helps you find whatever 
you need, even at night.

Central. All important 
connections are grouped in the 
innovative KNAUS Service Box.

Secure. The Orgafix-System 
always keeps bicycles etc. 
exactly where they belong.

Martin Dirnhofer – KNAUS Master Craftsman Joinery. 
Something special every day. As foreman in the joinery, I am 
responsible for smooth running in production and for harmony 
in the team. KNAUS gives me the opportunity to develop myself 
further and to implement my ideas. 
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SUN TI

**
*

**
*

**
*

**
*

SUN TI 650 MG

SUN TI 700 MEG

SUN TI 650 MEG

SUN TI 650 MF

SUN TI 700 MX

INNOVATIVE PARTIALLY INTEGRATED MODEL WITH DOUBLE FLOOR.
5 elegant layout plans. For 2 - 3 persons. And simply the new leader of its class.

ELEGANT. 
FASCINATING. 

Our KNAUS SUN TI layout plans:

Get out of your skiing boots and into the cosy, warm KNAUS SUN TI. Our special winterproof 

sun lover is the pinnacle of partial integration.  Thanks to enjoyable underfloor heating and  

innovative double floor, even the coldest Winter is on holiday. Whilst the snow gently falls 

outside, the well-being inside increases in the completely new living world with unique lighting 

atmosphere and large panorama roof window. One can really look forward to the next ski run 

with this view.
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SUN TI 650 MF  . BOSTON SUN TI 650 MF  . BOSTON

SUN TI   LIVING

DESIGN DREAM

You have high expectations? No problem. The KNAUS SUN TI will more than fulfil them. We set new standards with an interior that 

makes some luxury yachts look antiquated. Of course, we again harmonize function and design. The soft-close wall units not only look very 

noble but also close softly and lock all by themselves. 

Everything can be seen here. The largest panorama roof in its class lets the sun in.Really inviting. Good taste and practical details live here: The TV disappears behind the seat bench. The unique front compartments blend perfectly into the roof line.
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SUN TI   COOKING

PLEASURE AMBIENCE

Here, the unique ambience lighting not only brightens up the spirits but also 

the drawers. The elegant kitchen faucets fill even large pots very comfortably. 

These are the fine details that make the KNAUS SUN TI the most special 

motorhome of its class. We not only think about your holiday dream here and 

now. We think further.

Preparation is already a pleasure in this ambience. Just start. The refrigerator with large freezer compartment. Real storage space marvel. Soft-close drawers in household quality.
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SUN TI 650 MF  . BOSTONSUN TI 650 MF  . BOSTON

SUN TI   SLEEPING SUN TI   CARE

DREAM LOCATION

Really a shame that your eyes are closed most of 

the time here. This lounger is a real eye-catcher. 

The head piece as well as the side piece are both 

covered with very special care with wonderfully soft 

synthetic leather. The wall units provide lots of  

storage space.

DESIGN 
BATHROOM

A good day starts with a good morning. And 

we have created the best conditions. The 

removable wood floor caresses your feet and 

it is simply ingenious when you swivel the 

washbasin and mirror to one side as complete 

shower divider to enjoy a shower.More foot room thanks to a fold-out widening.Deep sleep at highest standard. The especially high-quality 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattresses.
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SUN TI

SUN TI 650 MF  . BOSTON

BEST REASONS

Smart. The one-column lifting table can be turned for perfect access. 
Intelligent light design with high-tech furniture materials and innovative  
joint technology for high loads in exclusive ambience.

Double. The storage compartment on the right next to the entrance door 
gives it away: The KNAUS SUN TI has a double floor. And that at just 2.90 m 
outer height. Engineering skill at its best – natural at KNAUS.

Soft. The SUN TI is simply a real sight and that with perfect functionality. 
The wall unit flaps close very quietly thanks to soft-close mechanism and 
lock completely independently.

Clever. The swallows' nests 
create storage space and blend 
ideally into the roof line.

Graceful. Noble metal handles 
and scratch-proof high gloss 
fronts provide a brilliant finish.

Light. Weight-optimised sidewall 
design in intelligent mixed design 
with PU strips.

Stable. Double floor with 
interlocking, rigid joints and  
GPC protective layer.

Elegant. The GPC roof hood is extremely hail resistant with a special 
aerodynamic design. On request with the KNAUS panorama roof window,  
the largest 2-in-1 glass roof in the motorhome branch.
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SUN TI BEST REASONS WEB INFOS 

KNAUS INSIGHT

All highlights at a glance. Interested? Good! 
Learn more about the KNAUS SUN TI by  
following the link on our homepage or just 
scan this QR code.

www.knaus.de/sunti

Central. Just check the battery capacity, dim the lights in the bedroom and 
switch on the air-condition system? The central control unit of the CI-Bus 
system not only makes it possible but also very easy.

Sensational. Elegant glass 
vitrine for your very personal 
decorative items.

Full of atmosphere. And 
practical. The ambience lighting 
also lights up the drawers.

Practical. Large larder pull-out in best 
KNAUS quality with loads of space for 
all sorts of delicacies.

Spacious. All important connections as well as the batteries for power  
supply are grouped in the innovative KNAUS Service Box. Apart from that, 
the SUN TI provides a lot of storage space thanks to the double floor.

High-quality. Drawers open fully 
for easy access and all kinds of 
utensils.

Elaborate. Quality furniture 
design with double floor, massive 
aluminium profiles and slide 
guards.

Karin Sammer – Vehicle decoration. From the retail trade to 
vehicle decoration. I was a real newcomer. But both tasks do how-
ever have much in common. The basic criterion is a lot of patience 
and even more attention to detail. The aim is a happy and satisfied 
customer.

Elaborate. Furniture in integral 
design with rear ventilation for 
a perfect room climate.
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SKY WAVE

**
*

**
*

**
*

**
*

**
*

SKY WAVE 700 MEG

SKY WAVE 700 MX

SKY WAVE 650 MF

SKY WAVE 650 MG

HEAVENLY PARTIALLY INTEGRATED MODEL WITH LOWERABLE BED.
4 practical layout plans. For 4 - 6 persons. And a shape against the standard.

Good when one has a lowerable bed and even better when one cannot see it. Just as 

in the KNAUS SKY WAVE. The heavenly dream landscape is integrated perfectly in the 

roof and provides more than enough sleeping space at all times. It thus combines all 

advantages of the KNAUS SKY TI and, additionally, a very dynamic presence with its very 

jaunty silhouette. Always good for a wave of enthusiasm.

FUNCTIONAL.
SPECIAL. 

Our KNAUS SKY WAVE layout plans:
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SKY WAVE 650 MF  . BOSTON SKY WAVE 650 MF  . BOSTON

SKY WAVE   LIVING

Perfect integration. So much light and still one can hardly see the lowerable bed. Plenty of seating room. Enjoy happy hours in a large group, the KNAUS SKY WAVE is designed for just this. The table can be accessed from all sides perfectly when turned 180°.

HAVING A CHAT

All good things come from above. The largest lowerable bed of 

its class provides heavenly sleeping comfort at night and lights 

the spacious seating group in the evening. Thanks to an elab-

orate mechanism, the overall head room is above 190 cm. We 

think a bit further at every corner for you. 
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SKY WAVE   COOKING

PLEASURE FACTORY

What makes a really good kitchen?  Plenty of storage space 

in the wall units and large drawers that open fully as well 

as practical soft-close locking. And a cooker that can easily 

accommodate even large pans. The dream kitchen is ready in 

KNAUS SKY WAVE.

Furniture design from master's hand for real chefs. The clever arrangement of hob and sink creates an impressive large worktop.
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SKY WAVE 650 MF  . BOSTON

Space marvel. The lowerable bed is 140 cm wide over the complete length.

SKY WAVE   SLEEPING

Space for refreshing. The innovative bathroom concept provides a lot of freedom of movement.

DREAM HOLIDAY

The alarm clock is forbidden in KNAUS SKY WAVE. When one has 

the chance to sleep on this especially high-quality 5-zone comfort 

cold-foam mattress, one should use it to the full. But you can still 

really enjoy this lovely ambience even with your eyes open.

SPACE DESIGN

In general, the most sophisticated solutions are also the best 

solutions. It is simply convincing to just push the washbasin 

together with the mirror to one side like a door and to then 

have a shower with a complete shower divider in place. Our 

engineers and developers know every trick in the book. 

The elegant washbasin makes optimum use of every centimeter.
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SKY WAVE

SKY WAVE 650 MF  . BOSTON

SKY WAVE 650 MF  . BOSTON

BEST REASONS

Comfortable. High-quality furniture in full-body design, a perfectly integrated 
lowerable bed and an overall headroom above 190 cm. As well as a beautiful 
colour concept. This is the perfect symbiosis of function and design.

Heavenly. The SKY WAVE provides you with wonderful sleeping comfort 
in the largest lowerable bed of its class. Just relax on 195 cm length and 
140 cm width.

Love of detail. Extra storage 
compartments and the transi-
tion to the chassis covered with 
synthetic leather.

Quality. Wood-style surfaces 
and metal handles look good 
and feel good as well.

Striking. The KNAUS Cat-Eye-
Hybrid rear lights provide a 
unique striking appearance.

Expressive. We have again perfectly unified function and design. The  
GPC roof hood is extremely hail resistant with a special aerodynamic  
design. Stable mouldings create an excellent transition to the bodywork.

High-quality. The surrounding aluminium panelling brings stability  
and the assurance that the sidewall is perfectly protected. You and the  
SKY WAVE are on the same wavelength. That is our aim.

Robust. Surrounding aluminium 
profile strips for perfect edge 
protection.
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SKY WAVE

SKY WAVE 650 MF  . BOSTON SKY WAVE 650 MF  . BOSTON

WEB INFOS 

KNAUS INSIGHT

All highlights at a glance. Interested? Good! 
Learn more about the KNAUS SKY WAVE by 
following the link on our homepage or just 
scan this QR code.

www.knaus.de/skywave

BEST REASONS

Organised. Thanks to the Or-
gafix-System, bicycles etc. are 
stowed safely at all times.

Innovative. All important supply 
connections are located in the 
KNAUS Service Box.

Depth. At last a sink for even large and 
deep pots. Together with a lot of work 
and storage surfaces. Simply practical.

Cosy. The bright living area is very inviting for a nice evening with good friends 
and the family. The pivotable one-column lifting table is then positioned directly 
in the centre for perfect access from all sides.

Ergonomic. Perfectly accessible 
light switches and highest 
quality upholstery.

Electrifying. Practical USB 
socket for smartphone etc. in 
the living area.

Wonderful. The first-class KNAUS 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattresses 
in the SKY WAVE are the best you can find in its class. The wonderfully soft 
head piece is covered elaborately with synthetic leather.

Gerhard Fenzl – KNAUS Prototype Production. Being innovative 
every day, designing, developing and testing new ideas. This is 
my task . I have been a member of the KNAUS family for over 
24 years and am proud to be part of a company which has such  
a high significance in the region. 
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SKY TRAVELLER

**
*

**
*

SKY TRAVELLER 600 DKGSKY TRAVELLER 500 D SKY TRAVELLER 650 DG SUPERLIGHT

INEXPENSIVE SPACE MARVEL FOR LARGE FAMILY TRIPS.
3 spacious layout plans. For 4 - 6 persons. And always with more than enough space.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY.
CONSEQUENT. 

Our KNAUS SKY TRAVELLER layout plans:

When your small adventurers want to explore the world, we have the ideal solution.  

The KNAUS SKY TRAVELLER. Its alcove provides space for a family-friendly twin dinette which 

can be converted quickly into a comfortable bed for two further holidaymakers. Always on board: 

Space for five passengers looking for relaxation. As SUPERLIGHT, it even provides, sensationally, 

six sleeping places and that under 3.5 t. You're probably asking how much so much free space 

costs? Our accountant said: Not enough. 
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MODELL – AUSSTATTUNGSKY TRAVELLER 650 DG  . BALTIMORE SKY TRAVELLER 650 DG  . BALTIMORE

SKY TRAVELLER   LIVING

Even more sleeping space in next to no time. The spacious full dinette.Bright colours, perfect workmanship and super travel comfort for up to 6 persons.

FAMILY HOLIDAY

What is decisive for a motorhome for families? Correct, loads of room to 

move. And the KNAUS SKY TRAVELLER has more than enough. The alcove  

not only provides a super roomy feeling and an imposing headroom, it is, at  

the same time, a large playing area for the kids.

Ingenious. The wall units in the SUPERLIGHT are also the bedside table for the alcove bed.
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SKY TRAVELLER   COOKING

Function meets design. The elegant shelf also has a socket. Organisation talent. The large drawers which open fully.

LARGE KITCHEN

Holiday makes you hungry. And cooking is fun. The kitchen is made perfectly 

and arranged clearly. The adjustable halogen spots and the LED light strip give 

you the lighting. Even large families are full up and satisfied in not time at all. 
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SKY TRAVELLER   SLEEPING SKY TRAVELLER   CARE

BATHROOM JOY

Flexibility is the answer for up to 6 persons and 

one bathroom. And the KNAUS SKY TRAVELLER 

bathroom offers exactly this. The movable washbasin 

makes room for the toilet and sliding it back makes 

room for a shower. Isn't that simply ingenious?

Hard to believe. The washbasin moves together with the fittings.

SLUMBERLAND

Others can only dream of such sleeping comfort. Whoever 

has tamed many small lions during the day, needs some time 

alone in the evening. The KNAUS SKY TRAVELLER provides 

you with loads of space for relaxation and a superb ambience.

Great room climate. Rear-ventilated mattresses and warm air heating in the alcove.
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SKY TRAVELLER

SKY TRAVELLER 650 DG  . BALTIMORE

BEST REASONS

Automotive. The distinctive KNAUS Cat-Eye-Hybrid rear lights provide a 
striking appearance. Day and night. The SUPERLIGHT bodywork technology 
saves weight but not quality.

Talkative. The full dinette provides plenty of space for the whole family. And 
if you want to have a third halogen spot here at the front, just take one from 
the rear and insert it in the rail. 

Noble. Looks good and feels 
good as well. The wood-style 
surfaces with metal handles.

Enormous. The space in the alcove is unbelievable and even the wildest 
scamps go to bed voluntarily. The 201 x 158 cm not only provide enough 
space for sleeping but also for this or that adventure.

Good looking. The flat-screen TV 
brings the world news into the 
SKY TRAVELLER.

Practical. Easy access 
to the alcove bed and ideal
 locking for the ladder.

Charismatic. The SKY TRAVELLER is an imposing sight. And that of course 
in proven KNAUS quality. Stable aluminium side pieces protect the sidewall, 
elegant mouldings connect the driving cab and bodywork.
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SKY TRAVELLER

SKY TRAVELLER 650 DG  . BOSTON

WEB INFOS 

KNAUS INSIGHT

All highlights at a glance. Interested?  
Good! Learn more about the  
KNAUS SKY TRAVELLER by following  
the link on our homepage or just scan  
this QR code.

www.knaus.de/skytraveller

Opaque. It is still really dark in 
the SKY TRAVELLER when it is 
already light outside.

Comfortable. Elegant integral furniture design and a super roomy feeling for 
tall persons as well. The alcove bed  can be folded up completely in the 500 D 
and 600 DKG. This is function and design in perfection. 

Flexible. The movable 
washbasin easily makes  
room for the toilet.

Enormous. On request, 
refrigerator with 190 l for fresh 
food and separate freezer 
compartment.

Space saving. The technology 
makes itself small to give you 
even more free space.

Leakproof. Roof-sidewall bond 
with perfect adhesion protected 
by stable Pro.tec-Frame. 

Central. All important connec-
tions are grouped in the innovative 
KNAUS Service Box.

Patricia Wilhelm – KNAUS Trainee Marketing. Even as a child, I 
travelled a lot with my parents in SÜDWIND. It is really great that I 
can now carry out my training at KNAUS. Whenever I see one of our 
vehicles, I think of all the wonderful holiday stories they could tell.
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VAN I

**
*

***

VAN I 600 ME VAN I 600 MGVAN I 550 MD

COMPACT FULLY INTEGRATED MODEL WITH PANORAMIC VIEW.
3 functional layout plans. For 4 - 5 persons. And impressive design character.

Building the KNAUS VAN I is not light and easy - but one can however feel this. Efficient light 

construction and highest material quality make it possible. It impresses with its automotive 

design and a unique lowerable bed construction for maximum headroom. It therefore combines a 

gigantic roomy feeling with especially easy access. Just one thing we cannot offer: Compromises.

COMPACT.
ASTONISHING.

Our KNAUS VAN I layout plans:
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VAN I 600 ME  . ACTIVE ROCK VAN I 600 ME  . ACTIVE ROCK VAN I 600 ME  . ACTIVE ROCK

VAN I   LIVING

Elegance integrated. The lowerable bed in KNAUS VAN I with textile covering and numerous synthetic leather elements.

LIVING SPACE MARVEL

Compact outside, splendid inside. There is no way to use space better than in 

the KNAUS VAN I. And hardly more pleasant anyway. Lots of chrome, real metal 

and elaborately worked leather structure foil create a superb living ambience. 

The large panorama front window lets in lots of light.

Because your motorhome should adapt to your wishes and not the other way around. The extendible table with real wooden edges in KNAUS VAN I.
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VAN I   COOKING

Deep sink, elegant fittings and the washing up is done in no time.Practical. The sockets under the wall unit and on the right next to the first drawer.

AROMA FACTORY

Nonstop creation of culinary treats. The huge drawers that open 

fully and with soft-close locking help you here. As well as the easy to 

clean worktop with side extension and especially stable metal hinges. 

Cooking is simply fun in this kitchen.
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VAN I 600 ME  . ACTIVE ROCK VAN I 600 ME  . ACTIVE ROCK

VAN I   SLEEPING VAN I   CARE

Sleep deep. The lowerable bed moves quite a way down.

Stand, sit, get changed. This shower is flexible.

DREAM LOCATION

Whether late or early riser, they all have a good 

rest in the VAN I. It's a real shame that a night on 

the excellent 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattresses 

has to end sometime. 

FRESHNESS OASIS

This bathroom in Van I will convince you. With clever ideas 

such as the movable washbasin, it creates space for perfect 

comfort. We make sure you have a good shower and a fresh 

start to the day.
Thanks to an extendible centre piece, the single beds can be converted to a huge double bed in no time at all.
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VAN I BEST REASONS

Strong character. The VAN I is the face in the crowd. Elegant chrome  
applications with integrated LED day running light frame the striking 6-eye  
face and provide a dynamic presence.

Space marvel.  As an ultracompact fully integrated model, the VAN I is of 
course judged on its generous space. Its steep front window ensures even 
more space is available where you really need it.

Fantastic. This view is a real eye-opener and also provides an excellent 
overview. Even when its raining. Because we have designed the windscreen 
wipers ourselves and adapted them perfectly to the VAN I.

Automotive. The KNAUS  
Cat-Eye-Hybrid rear lights  
are a real sight to see.

Cosy. The optional ALDE hot water 
heater provides a pleasant room 
climate.

Elaborate. Air ducts in the front. 
Compare us with competitors.

Comfortable. Travelling is pure 
pleasure on the ergonomic pilot 
comfort seats.

Practical. The wonderfully soft 
synthetic leather armrest conceals 
additional storage space. 

Secure. Thanks to the multi-function 
steering wheel, your hands remain 
where they belong: In control.

Insulated. Thanks to the electrical 
blind, prying eyes remain outside 
and the warmth inside the VAN I.
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VAN I

VAN I 600 ME  . ACTIVE ROCK

BEST REASONS WEB INFOS 

KNAUS INSIGHT

All highlights at a glance. Interested? Good! 
Learn more about the KNAUS VAN TI by  
following the link on our homepage or just 
scan this QR code.

www.knaus.de/vani

Harmonic. What an harmonious living concept. High-quality furniture 
in full-body design meets noble materials and a perfectly integrated 
lowerable bed. The ideal combination of function and design.

Heavenly. The spacious lowerable bed with 185 x 150 cm lounger provides 
lots of space for sweet dreams. For easy access, it moves right down to a 
mattress level at about one meter, unrivalled.

Secure. Bicycle etc. stowed 
perfectly in all situations. The 
practical Orgafix-System.

Resistant. A worktop that still 
looks new even after many years 
of use.

Practical. The KNAUS Service 
Box serves as home for all supply 
connections.

Love of detail. Wood-style 
surfaces and leather structure 
foil create a great ambience.

Innovative. We also create space for 
storage where virtually no space is 
really available.

Kurt Wachtveitl – KNAUS Project Manager VAN I and SKY I. 
Building a fully integrated motorhome is a challenging task. 
And this is the exact reason why I drive to work every day full of 
anticipation. I enjoy my creative freedom, the variety of tasks and, 
above all, the friendly working atmosphere.
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SKY I

**
*

**
*

**
*

**
*

**
*

SKY I 700 LEG

SKY I 700 LX

SKY I 650 LEG

SKY I 650 LG

REAL LINER FEELING WITH HIGHEST TRAVEL COMFORT.
4 elegant layout plans. For 4 - 6 persons. And the unique KNAUS double floor concept. 

ELEGANT.
EXCELLENT. 

Our KNAUS SKY I layout plans:

The huge panorama windscreen of the KNAUS SKY not only provides a breathtaking view 

but also looks good itself.  Thanks to the space-saving double floor with GPC underside, 

even the deepest Winter presents no problems. Thanks to the combination of efficient light 

design and large storage space, even the largest piles of luggage are stowed safely and 

easily. Others travel to visit attractions, you take yours with you.
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SKY I 650 LEG  . LAS VEGAS SKY I 650 LEG  . LAS VEGAS

SKY I   LIVING

Perfect in view. The retractable flat-screen TV can be aligned perfectly to the seating group. The spacious seating group is an invitation to get together on long evenings.

LIVING PLEASURE

Even rainy days are enjoyable in this exclusive ambience. The KNAUS SKY I 

provides a bit more of everything. It is the perfect companion everywhere you go 

and gives you the good feeling of having treated yourself to something special.  

A pleasant breath of luxury can be felt. 
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SKY I   COOKING

COOKING ENJOYMENT

Here, highest expectations meet good taste. Because the large worktop and 

wide soft-close drawers that open fully in KNAUS SKY I bring great enjoyment 

when cooking. With fine and practical details, and furniture design from 

master's hand, we have created a dream kitchen where you can cook, not out 

of necessity but passion. 

High-gloss views. The easy to clean worktop in KNAUS SKY I. No challenge is too large. The 3-burner hob with separate control panel.
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SKY I 650 LEG  . LAS VEGAS

SKY I   SLEEPING SKY I   CARE

Optionally, the bed can be moved up and down electrically.Relax and gain new strength. You are always in the right position on our 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattresses.

FRESHNESS OASIS

Water at its best. This is what it's about in  

KNAUS SKY I. The noble high-gloss washstand with 

its practical storage surface and elegant washbasin 

bring a sense of relaxation in the morning, evening 

and, of course, in between. This is home comfort at all 

your favourite destinations.

Particularly high-quality: The stainless steel fitting.

SLEEP DREAM

The sun goes down, our concept is a success. 

We have first reached our aim when you are on 

holiday and can completely relax, and, during the 

day already, look forward to your large beds. Textile 

wall coverings and atmospheric lighting ensure an 

exceptional, beautiful ambience.
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SKY I

SKY I 650 LEG  . LAS VEGAS

Impressive. Beauty can be so dynamic. The striking 6-eye face is surrounded with 
elaborately shaped chrome applications with integrated LED day running light. 
Sharply drawn air inlets are pleasing to the eye and cool the engine.  

Elegant. What a lovely back. High-quality mouldings lend the SKY I 
a sculptural rear view and immediately signal: Here is the absolute 
premium class of the KNAUS model range underway.

Fond of travelling. The cup holders 
are ready for every long journey. Air 
ducts keep the screen clear. 

Love of detail. The wheelhouse 
cover is elaborately insulated.

User-friendly. Ergonomic 
cockpit with multifunction steer-
ing wheel and lots of legroom.

Ergonomic. Travelling is pure 
pleasure on the comfortable pilot 
comfort seats.

Polite. The entrance step 
comes invitingly towards you. 
Completely automatic.

Wonderful. Thanks to the electric blind and pleated blind, the warmth stays 
inside the KNAUS SKY I and prying eyes outside. The passenger's armrest 
is comfortably soft laminated and covered with synthetic leather.

BEST REASONS
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SKY I

SKY I 650 LEG  . LAS VEGAS

WEB INFOS 

KNAUS INSIGHT

All highlights at a glance. Interested? Good!  
Learn more about the KNAUS SKY TI by  
following the link on our homepage or just 
scan this QR code.

www.knaus.de/skyi

BEST REASONS

Spacious. Here are all the im-
portant connections as well as 
additional storage space.

Bright. And naturally extremely 
spacious. The rear garage with 
numerous storage compartments. 

Practical. Easy and extremely 
comfortable access to the large 
water tanks.

Central. All important functions 
can be controlled comfortably 
from the control panel.

Beautiful. Shelf segment with 
atmospheric LED lighting and 
practical socket.

Tasteful. Spacious high-gloss 
worktop and high-quality stain-
less steel sink.

Wonderful. The spacious lowerable bed with 185 x 150 cm lounger simply 
provides heavenly sleeping comfort. For easy access, it moves right down to 
a mattress level at about one meter, unrivalled.

Luxurious. High-quality furniture in full-body design meets noble 
leather and an elegant integrated lowerable bed. Modern design and 
outstanding functionality could not be unified better.

Karl Göttl – KNAUS Final Inspection Motorhomes. First with 
my OK, hundreds of single parts are put together as a real 
KNAUS. And, because I am an avid camper, I know exactly what 
is important. I assess each vehicle as if it were my own, so you 
experience what real KNAUS quality means.
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SKY I PLUS

SKY I PLUS 700 LEG  . TORONTO

SKY I PLUS   LIVING

THE PLUS IN INSPIRATION FOR A REAL DESIGN ENTHUSIAST.
4 select layout plans. For 4 - 6 persons. And a true eye-catcher in every detail. 

Selective high-gloss fronts and noble wood structure. Exclusive upholstery with matching curtains.

HIGH-QUALITY.
INSPIRATIONAL. 

Of course it was not so easy to make an excellent motorhome such as the KNAUS SKY 

I even finer and more attractive. But, as is well known, we are not looking for simple 

solutions but the best ones. An exclusive ambience for perfect wanderlust joins the 

premium bodywork completely free of wood.
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SKY I PLUS 700 LEG  . TORONTO

SKY I PLUS 700 LEG  . TORONTO

SKY I PLUS   INTERIOR

The love of detail is mirrored here. Exclusive worktop in marble look. Perfect workmanship. That goes without saying at KNAUS.

Inviting. Relax as if sleeping.

Comfort as at home. And that at your most beautiful travel destinations.

LUXURY PALACE

The motto for the KNAUS SKY I PLUS: Living in seventh heaven. 

One can feel at every corner how much motivation and passion have 

been put into this dream motorhome. Fantastic curved lines, togeth-

er with selective real wood veneer, create an unbeatable  

living composition.
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BOSTON BALTIMORE

ACTIVE NAVY ACTIVE ROCKGRAND CANYON LAS VEGAS

FARGO TORONTO

10.0.85090 Hohenstein

MATERIALS

ACTIVE LINELEATHER (OPTIONAL)

UPHOLSTERY VARIATIONS

HIGH-TECH UPHOLSTERY MATERIAL

Active-Line upholstery materials are water and oil 

repellent and extremely easy to clean. Liquids no longer 

penetrate immediately and most stains can be removed 

without problems with a damp cloth. 

EXCLUSIVE FOR THE KNAUS SKY I PLUS:

Antibacterial Stain  
protection

Water and  
oil repellent

Easy care Breathable

We have a whole range of upholstery variations available 

for you because everyone has a very personal taste. All 

of them are high-quality and manufactured perfectly, the 

ACTIVE LINE distinguishes itself with its dirt-repellent 

special fabric. This takes the scare out of every red wine 

accident. And we are not just saying that, we tried it out 

ourselves.

Our materials are: 

 Tested according to Ökotex Standard 100

 Anti-allergic

 Breathable

 Skin friendly

 Hard-wearing and easy to clean

 Tested for high colour fastness
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WINTER SAFE

Winter outside, KNAUS inside.

The seasons adapt to you in a KNAUS. 

Because our motorhomes show their best 

form even at the lowest temperatures. 

Thanks to insulated sidewalls in sandwich 

design, powerful heating systems and 

optimised integral furniture design with 

perfect rear ventilation, we guarantee an 

ideal room air circulation and effective 

protection against condensation. It doesn't 

matter how cold and inclement it is outside, 

cosy warmth is always waiting inside for 

winter sports enthusiasts.

Clever. The heated storage 
and flap compartments keep 
shoes dry and warm.

Insulated. The thick XPS 
insulation layer ensures a 
wonderful living climate.

Smart. The double floor 
provides a lot of useful storage 
space, e.g. for ski poles.

Comfortable. The ALDE hot 
water heater, optional in SKY I, 
SUN TI and SKY TI 700 MEG.

Insulated. Double floor 
construction with standard GPC 
underfloor protective layer.

Elaborate. A complete wood-
free bodywork is now available 
as an option for all models. 
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VAN TI

***

550 MD 600 ME 600 MEG

***

***

550 MF 650 MG 650 MF 700 MEG

*** ***

650 MEG 700 MEB

SKY TI

***

***

*** ***

650 MEG 650 MF 650 MG 700 MEG 700 MX

SUN TI SKY WAVE

SKY TRAVELLER

***

***

500 D 600 DKG 650 DG

***
****** ***

***

650 MF 650 MG 700 MEG 700 MX

VAN I

***

* * *

550 MD 600 ME 600 MG

***

***

*** *** ***

650 LEG 650 LG 700 LEG 700 LX

SKY I (PLUS)

700 MX

***

LAYOUT PLANS
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We have explained to you over  

100 pages that we build 

incomparable motorhomes and 

now on the last page we advise 

you: Compare us anyway. We want 

to give you a good feeling on the 

way. To know that you will always 

get the best motorhome at the best 

price from KNAUS. And, that we do 

not just think, but think further.

MOTORHOME
CHECKLIST  

Pro.tec-Frame, perfectly 
glued roof-sidewall bond,  
protected by stable 
aluminium. 

Multifunctional 
double floor, for KNAUS SKY I 
and the revolutionary partially 
integrated SUN TI.

GPC parts, so that the  
roof and underbody of your 
motorhome are always 
protected perfectly.

Intelligent light design  
with high-tech materials and 
the most modern connection 
technology. 

BODYWORK

Wide-track chassis  
standard on all models 
apart from the compact  
Van series. 

Comfort pilot seats for 
perfect long distance 
suitability and relaxed  
travelling.

Ergonomic cockpit with 
individual front and addi-
tional air ducts on the fully 
integrated models.

DRIVING COMFORT TECHNOLOGY

Air suspension on the 
rear axle for more driving 
comfort and safety on all 
models.

CI-Bus system, so that you 
keep control of everything 
from battery voltage to air 
conditioner .

Winter suitability, because 
all circuits are laid cleverly 
and frostproof.

LED light strip technology 
for the front and rear  
lights for more safety and  
a dynamic appearance.

Unique Service Box for all 
important connections, drain 
taps and the power supply. 

LIVING COOKING SLEEPING CARE

Ergonomic seat cushions 
with high-quality cold-foam 
cores and effective stain 
protection.

Integral design furniture 
for unprecedented stability 
and quality down to the 
smallest detail. 

Wood-style surfaces, so 
that your motorhome not 
only looks good but also 
feels good.

Rear ventilated storage 
compartments to prevent 
condensation and for an 
ideal living climate.

Extra large worktops 
through perfect arrange- 
ment of cooker, sink and  
sophisticated furniture design.

Soft-close drawers that 
open fully and lock auto-
matically. Naturally 
in household quality.

Extra deep washbasins so 
that you can fill and rinse 
even large pots comfortably.

Massive iron grate for 
unprecedented cooker 
stability. With piezo ignition 
system as standard.

5-zone comfort cold-foam 
mattresses  for perfect, 
restful sleep at every travel 
destination.

Spacious fold alcove with 
clever rear ventilation for 
an excellent living climate 
on 201 x 158 cm.

FROLI disc slatted frame 
with point-elastic springs 
for excellent ergonomics.

Indirect lighting for 
atmospheric lighting and 
a wonderful comfortable 
atmosphere.

Chrome-plated stainless 
steel fittings in household 
quality for perfect comfort 
when travelling.

3D en-suite bathroom, for 
a wide throughway as well 
as a spacious bathroom.

Movable washbasin, so 
that space is created where 
virtually none exists. 

Multitude of storage  
spaces, so that you can 
stow everything easily  
and tidily.
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the Figures in this catalogue show alternative designs or optional equipment deliverable at extra cost. Colour 
deviations are possible due to print technology. Please obtain comprehensive information on the current state of 
the series from an authorised brand dealer before purchasing a vehicle. The decoration shown in the catalogue is 
not part of the scope of delivery. Please also observe the information in the current price list, especially concern-
ing weights, payload options and tolerances. Copying, including extracts, is prohibited without previous written 
approval of Knaus Tabbert GmbH. Printing errors and errors excluded.

Join the KNAUS
community and take part:
facebook.knaus.de
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